Physiological reactions to fear provocation in dogs
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Abstract

Fear is a common behavioral problem in dogs. In this paper, we studied the association between behavioral and physiological responses in two potentially fear-eliciting situations. The aim was to establish whether it is possible to separate dogs of the collie breed that are fearful of floors and gunshots from those that are not by studying changes in heart rate and hematocrit, plasma cortisol, progesterone, testosterone, vasopressin, and β-endorphin concentrations. Thirteen privately owned male dogs of the collie breed were studied during a floor test, using different types of floors, and a subsequent gunshot test. Seven of the dogs were identified as being fearful of floors and six were declared as fearless. Out of the 13 dogs, seven were fearful of gunshots and six were fearless of gunshots. Since fear of floors did not always occur concomitantly with fear of gunshots, there were consequently four different groups of dogs. The heart rate increased during the floor test in all groups, but dogs that were fearful of floors had higher heart rates than dogs that were fearless of floors. Dogs that were fearful of gunshots had higher heart rates, higher hematocrit levels and higher plasma concentrations of cortisol, progesterone, vasopressin, and β-endorphins during the gunshot test than did dogs that were found to be fearless of gunshots. Plasma cortisol and progesterone increased drastically during the gunshot test in dogs identified as being fearful of gunshots. In fearful dogs, the testosterone concentration increased after completion of the floor test and before the gunshot test started, but there were no significant differences in testosterone between the groups. Since dogs fearful of gunshots had increased levels of several physiological parameters, the results demonstrated that this fear is a serious stress for the individual, a fear which it is possible to register with physiological variables.


Introduction

Behavioral problems in dogs have, during the past few decades, attracted increased attention. Besides aggressive behavior towards humans and other dogs, fear-related behavior is reported to be the most common problem (Blackshaw 1988, Beaver 1999, Lindsay 2001). Fear has been defined as an emotional state which is induced by the perception of danger that threatens the wellbeing of the individual (Gray 1987). Consequently, fearfulness can be said to be a normal self-protective response that helps the individual cope with a challenging environment. How- ever, individual dogs differ in fearfulness, which implies that some dogs are more exposed than others (for example see Plutchik 1971). Furthermore, in modern society, there are a number of potential fear-eliciting stimuli and situations for which the dog may not be adapted to (e.g. crowded areas, traffic, and fireworks). These factors enhance the risk of a maladaptive level of fear in certain dogs, which threatens the welfare of these animals.

Fear can be expressed in different ways in the dog. Behaviorally, the most commonly observed signs of fear in dogs are avoidance, flight, immobility, and aggressive behavior (Scott & Fuller 1965, Fox 1978, King et al. 2003). These fear-related behaviors seem to be common to a range of species (Boissy 1995). It is well known that stress and fear activate several physiological systems in the organism. The sympathetic nervous system becomes activated, which stimulates the secretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline from the adrenal medulla. In addition, the sympathetic nervous system stimulates the spleen to release stored red blood cells, which increases the hematocrit level. In dogs, this hematocrit increase is pronounced (Rheeve et al. 1953). In addition, activation of the sympa-thetic nervous system usually increases blood pressure and heart rate. Stress and fear also stimulate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal-cortical system, which may lead to elevations in the well-established stress hormone cortisol, a hormone associated with a passive strategy, loss of control, and depression (Henry 1993). Glucocorticoids usually
facilitate the extinction of learned fear responses since their mode of action is to reduce fear, possibly by inhibiting adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) (Giusto et al. 1971). In dogs, cortisol has been found to increase during transportation (Kuhn et al. 1991, Bergeron et al. 2002) and shock (Dess et al. 1983), when exposed to sound blasts (Beerda et al. 1998), and during social and spatial restriction (Beerda et al. 1999). In one study, it was reported that when ACTH was administered to dogs not only cortisol but also progesterone increased markedly in both males and females (Frank et al. 1994, Van Honk et al. 2003). This suggests that progesterone may be a further indicator of activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary axis.

The steroid testosterone has been measured in several stress studies. In human beings, testosterone has been reported to increase during aggression and anger (Christiansen & Knussmann 1987, Dabbs 1993, Scerbo & Kolko 1994, Van Honk et al. 1999), dominance (Christiansen & Knussmann 1987), experiences of winning, for instance in sporting events (McCauley et al. 1992, Bernhardt et al. 1998), psychic stress (Christiansen et al. 1985), and violent and antisocial behavior (Dabbs 1993) as well as with sexual activity (Dabbs 1993). It has been reported to decrease during experiences of losing (Dabbs 1993, Bernhardt et al. 1998), anxiety (Davies et al. 1992), passive avoidant coping behavior (Müller 1994), and depression (Dabbs 1993).

One common, but not scientifically reported, explanation for the fear of gunshots in dogs is that dogs may feel pain in their ears during the gunshots. Therefore, we also measured the hormones vasopressin and β-endorphin, hormones associated with stress and pain relief (Fredrickson & Geary 1982, Cameron et al. 1985). Opiates act synergistically as regulatory molecules and integrate most of the autonomic and metabolic responses to stress (Molina & Abumrad 1994).

There are therefore a number of behavioral and physiological variables that are regarded to be indicators of stress in dogs in fear-related situations. For the valid interpretation of stress, it is of importance to use both behavioral and physiological measures (Beerda et al. 2000). In dogs, such methodology has been used in studies investigating fear-related stress in individuals exposed to stimuli such as sound blasts, electric shocks, and physical restraint (Beerda et al. 1998, King et al. 2003). However, to our knowledge, no studies on the fear of gunshots, or the fear of walking on different surfaces, such as different types of floors, have been reported in which both physiological and behavioral variables were measured. Fear of a loud noise, such as gunshot, is considered to be a common problem in dogs (Blackshaw 1988). Fear of walking on certain floors has been indicated in results from questionnaires answered by dog owners (L. Swenson, unpublished data, K. Svartberg, unpublished data) and may be a more common behavioral problem than has been acknowledged. Floor fearfulness appears to be more common in some breeds, and especially the collie seems to be over-represented in this respect (K. Svartberg, unpublished data). In this paper, we will focus on the physiological changes that are associated with behaviorally expressed fear in two fear-eliciting tests, a floor test and a gunshot test.

Materials and Methods

The dogs

Fourteen privately owned male dogs of the collie breed (3–10 years old) were recruited for the study. The dogs were selected by means of a questionnaire, in which the dog owners gave their opinion on whether their dogs were fearful of gunshots and other noise, and whether they were fearful of walking on different types of floor. Seven dogs said to be fearful of gunshots and seven dogs said to be fearless of gunshots were selected. This sample of 14 individuals also included seven individuals that were said to be fearful of floors and seven dogs claimed to be fearless of floors. Blood sampling turned out to be impossible in one dog and this animal was therefore excluded from the study. During the study the dogs were not allowed to eat and drink. The study was carried out on 10 separate days and each dog went through the test alone without any contact with other dogs. The use of privately owned dogs was approved by the National Board of Agriculture, and the experimental procedure was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee in Uppsala, Sweden.

Experimental procedure

When the dogs arrived at the test place, a heart rate monitor was strapped on. Heart rate was measured using the Polar Sport tester for human beings (Polar Vantage NV; Polar Ltd, Bromma, Sweden). In order to maximize the contact between the electrodes and the skin, electrode gel (Blågel; Cefar Medical Products AB, Lund, Sweden) was applied to a small area behind the left foreleg. Then the belt was put around the chest and fastened with Vetrap. The catheter was fixed and inserted under local anesthesia (Xylocain; Astra, Södertälje, Sweden) in the cephalic vein. The catheter was fixed and kept in place with Vetrap. After insertion of the catheter, the dog was allowed to rest with its owner for 30 min before the floor test started.

The floor test was divided into three parts: ‘floor 1’, ‘stairs’, and ‘floor 2’. ‘Floor 1’ included passages on plastic and parquet floors. The ‘stairs’ consisted of an open marble spiral staircase. ‘Floor 2’ included passages on cinder, concrete, iron grids, and wobbling boards. To standardize
the procedure, the same person, the test leader, held all dogs on a 2·3 m long leash during the test. The test leader, together with the dog owner, walked at an even and relatively slow pace. If the dog balked or tried to withdraw, the test leader and handler stopped walking for 10 s. If the dog did not start to walk by itself, the dog was verbally encouraged to follow by the handler and test leader. If the dog refused to walk, the test leader gently forced the dog using the leash. If the dog still refused to walk after 30 s, the test was interrupted. Blood samples 1 and 2 were taken before the start of the first and second floor tests respectively, and sample 3 was taken when the floor test was completed (Table 1). The dogs’ behavior was video recorded by a hand-held camera for later analyses.

After the floor test, the (leashed) dog was walked by the dog owner to a large (ca. 80 m) fenced meadow and rested there alone with the dog owner and test leader for 30 min before the fourth blood sample was taken. The gunshot test was then started. During this test, the dog stood beside its owner, leashed on a 40 m long cord (as a precaution in case the dog wanted to escape from the enclosure). A person hidden behind a tree 50 m from the dog fired two shots from a starter’s gun, with 5 min between the gunshots. During and after the shots, the dog owner remained passive. If the dog tried to escape, it was free to do so within the enclosure without any action being taken. Five minutes after the second shot, the fifth blood sample was taken. The sixth, seventh, and eighth blood samples were taken 15, 30, and 60 min after the second shot (Table 1). The test was now completed and the catheter and heart rate equipment were removed. The whole procedure took about 4 h for each dog depending on how fast the dog carried out the floor tests.

Before the experiment started, the dog’s reaction to a stranger (the test leader) and interest in playing with the stranger were tested according to a standardized behavioral test used by the Swedish Working Dog Association, the ‘Dog Mentality Assessment’ (Svartberg & Forkman 2002). The interest in playing was repeated after the floor test (after the third blood sample) and after the gunshot test (after the fifth blood sample) (Table 1). However, results from these tests are not presented in the present paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of dogs according to fearfulness of floors and gunshots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After the tests, the dogs’ behavioral reactions were coded according to the video recordings. In the three parts of the floor test (floor 1, stairs, floor 2), the dogs were ranked according to hesitation to walk and to whether they walked close to the wall. These variables represented measures of immobility and avoidance/escape respectively, which are common fear-related behaviors in the dog. Hesitation to walk was scored from 1 to 4, where 1=no hesitation at all, 2=some hesitation (i.e. the dog slows down when coming out on a new surface), 3=hesitates before stepping out on the surface, and 4=refuses to walk. Walking close to the wall was also scored from 1 to 4, where 1=no tendency to move towards the wall, 2=a tendency to move towards the wall, 3=a tendency to walk close to the wall, and 4=walking close to the wall. Dogs which scored a mean value of ≥2 in total in all three parts of the floor test were categorized as ‘floor fearful’, while dogs which scored &lt;2 were classified as ‘floor fearless’. In the gunshot test, the dogs’ initial startle reaction during both shots were scored from 1 to 5, where 1=no reaction, or looks up, 2=increased activity, but no escape, 3=tends to escape, 4=escapes a short distance and stops, and 5=escapes a long distance with no stop. In addition, the dogs’ degree of fear during both shots one and two was scored from 1 to 5, where 1=no fear, 2=slight fear, 3=obvious fear, 4=very frightened, and 5=terrified. Dogs that scored a mean value of ≥2 in all parts of the gunshot test were classified as ‘gun fearful’, while dogs that scored &lt;2 were classified as ‘gun fearless’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Blood plasma analyses

Blood was withdrawn into ice-chilled tubes containing EDTA tripotassium salt and aprotinin (Trasylo; Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany; 2500 kallikrein inhibitor units/5 ml tube). The hematocrit level was determined by centrifuging the blood in capillary tubes for 5 min (ALC Centrifugette 4203; Skafte & Claesson AB, Göteborg, Sweden). Thereafter, the blood was centrifuged at 1500 g for 20 min at 4 °C, and stored at −20 °C for 24 h and then at −80 °C until assayed. Dilutions of canine plasma were parallel to the standard curve in all RIAs described below. Plasma cortisol, progesterone, and testosterone were measured using the Coat–a–Count RIA (Diagnostic Product Corporation, Los Angeles, CA, USA). Plasma vasopressin and β-endorphin were extracted and analyzed with the Euro–Diagnostica AB RIA (Ideon, Malmö, Sweden). The lower detection limit was 2.9 nmol/l for cortisol, 0.1 nmol/l for progesterone, 0.05 nmol/l for testosterone, 0.7 pmol/l for vasopressin, and 3.6 pmol/l for β-endorphin. In all four RIAs, the samples were measured in the same assay. The intra-assay coefficient of variance for cortisol was <10% between 23 and 1380 nmol/l, for progesterone <10% between 1 and 134 nmol/l, for testosterone <10% between 0.7 and 55 nmol/l, for vasopressin <10% between 1.4 and 60 pmol/l, and for β-endorphin <10% between 5 and 62 pmol/l.

Statistical analysis

Values are presented as means ± S.E.M. Data were analyzed using the SAS software (SAS Institute Inc. 1996). For comparisons between the groups, the blood variables were divided into three blocks, namely, sample 1 (control), samples 2–4 (floor test), and samples 5–8 (gunshot test), and the heart rate recordings into recording 1 (control), recordings 2–18 (floor test), and recordings 19–24 (gunshot test). The repeated measurement ANOVA (MIXED procedure) was applied to the different parameters. The statistical model included the fixed effect of sample and the random effect of dog. Pairwise comparisons with the first sample were tested for significance using differences in least square means (the DIFF option). The significance level was set at P ≤ 0.05.

Results

Classification of dogs according to fearfulness of floors and gunshots

According to our behavioral criteria, seven of the dogs were classified as fearful of floors (dogs 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 9, 10, ranking value 3·1 (range 2·3–3·2)) and six were not (dogs 1, 2, 7, 11, 12, 13, ranking value 1·1 (range 1·0–1·4)), seven dogs were classified as fearful of gunshots (dogs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, ranking value 2·8 (range 2·0–4·5)) and six were not (dogs 1, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, ranking value 1·2 (range 1·0–1·5)). Five dogs were classified as fearful of both floors and gunshots and four were classified as fearless in both tests. The same dogs that were judged to be fearful of gunshots by their owners were also classified as fearful according to our test results. However, the classification of fearfulness of walking on certain floors, according to the owners’ judgment, did not entirely correlate with our classification following the floor tests. In this paper, we only use the classification made according to our test. Since some of the dogs were afraid of floors, but not of gunshots, and vice versa, we present the results from the floor and gunshot test first according to the dogs’ response to floors (Figs 1–7a) and thereafter according to their response to gunshots (Figs 1–7b).

Heart rate and hematocrit

Classification according to floor fearfulness

The heart rate increased significantly during the floor test compared with the first value in both fearful and fearless dogs. Dogs fearful of floors had significantly higher heart rates during the floor test than did fearless dogs. There were no differences between the groups before the test started and during the gunshot test (Fig. 1a).

In dogs fearful of floors, the hematocrit value increased after the stairs in the floor test and after the shots, but only remained elevated 15 min after the shots in dogs fearless of floors. There were no significant differences in the hematocrit concentration between the groups (Fig. 2a).

Classification according to gunshot fearfulness

In both groups of dogs, the heart rate increased significantly, compared with the first value, during the floor test and during the gunshot test. Dogs fearful of gunshots had significantly higher heart rates, both during the floor test and after the shots, compared with gunshot-fearless dogs (Fig. 1b).

Compared with the first sample, the hematocrit increased significantly in dogs fearful of gunshots, both during the floor test and after the shots. In gunshot-fearless dogs, the hematocrit concentration was only increased after the stairs. Dogs fearful of gunshots had significantly higher hematocrit values after the gunshots compared with gunshot-fearless dogs, but there was no significant difference between the groups before the test started and during the floor test (Fig. 2b).

Cortisol and progesterone concentrations

Classification according to floor fearfulness

Neither in floor-fearful nor in floor-fearless dogs did the plasma cortisol concentration change during the floor test, but it did increase significantly after the shots. However, there were no significant differences between the groups (Fig. 3a).
There was no change in progesterone concentration during the floor test, but a significant increase in progesterone was seen after the shots, both in fearful and in fearless dogs. There were no significant differences between the groups (Fig. 4a).

**Classification according to gunshot fearfulness** In dogs fearful of shots, the plasma cortisol concentration did not change during the floor test, but a significant increase was seen immediately after the shots and the concentration was still elevated in the last blood sample. There were no significant changes in gunshot-fearless dogs. Dogs fearful of gunshot had significantly higher cortisol concentrations after the shots compared with fearless dogs. There were no significant differences between the groups before the tests started and during the floor test (Fig. 3b).

Plasma progesterone did not change during the floor test, but increased significantly after the shots in gunshot-fearful dogs. The progesterone concentration after the shots was significantly higher in gunshot-fearful dogs than it was in gunshot-fearless dogs. There were no significant differences in progesterone between the groups before the tests started and during the floor test (Fig. 4b).
Testosterone, vasopressin and β-endorphin concentrations

Classification according to floor fearfulness The testosterone concentration increased in fearful and fearless dogs in the fourth and the fifth blood samples respectively. There were no significant differences between the groups (Fig. 5a).

In both fearful and fearless dogs, the vasopressin concentration increased significantly, compared with the first value, in the fourth and the sixth blood samples respectively. Dogs fearful of floors had significantly higher vasopressin concentrations during the gunshot test compared with fearless dogs. There were no significant differences regarding vasopressin between the groups before the tests started and during the floor test (Fig. 6a).

Compared with the first sample, the β-endorphin concentration increased significantly during the floor test and after the shots in dogs fearful of floors. In fearless dogs, the concentration was significantly increased only in the last sample. However, there were no significant differences between the groups (Fig. 7a).

Classification according to gunshot fearfulness The plasma testosterone concentration increased in fearful and fearless dogs in the fourth and fifth blood samples respectively, and stayed high until the last blood sample. There were no significant differences between the groups (Fig. 5b).
In both fearful and fearless dogs, the vasopressin concentration increased significantly, compared with the first value, in the fourth and the fifth blood samples respectively. Dogs that were fearful of gunshots had significantly higher vasopressin levels during the gunshot test compared with fearless dogs. There were no significant differences between the groups before the tests started and during the floor test (Fig. 6b).

The β-endorphin concentration increased significantly in comparison with the first sample during the floor test and after the shots in dogs fearful of gunshots. There were no significant changes were seen. After the gunshots, dogs that were fearful of gunshots had significantly higher β-endorphin levels than fearless dogs. There were no significant differences between the groups before the tests started and during the floor test (Fig. 7b).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first time that dogs that are behaviorally fearful of gunshots have been reported to have increased heart rate, hematocrit level, and plasma concentrations of cortisol, progesterone, vasopressin, and endorphins, reaching significantly higher values during and after gunshots compared with fearless dogs. The results
The results demonstrated that this type of fear affects all physiological stress systems, confirming that it constitutes serious stress for the individual. Most striking in the present study was the large increase in plasma cortisol and progesterone during the gunshot test in dogs that were fearful of gunshots, as well as the finding that the plasma concentrations of these hormones did not change in fearless dogs. The results indicate that progesterone may be a good alternative to cortisol for assessing stress in male dogs.

Interestingly, in contrast to the other blood variables, fearful dogs had increased testosterone and vasopressin concentrations already by the fourth blood sample, before the gunshot tests started. After the third sample, the dogs went to the fenced meadow, leashed, and were allowed to rest for 30 min before the fourth blood sample was taken and the gunshot test started. Increases in testosterone and vasopressin have been reported to be related to physical activity (Campbell et al. 1982, Wade 1984), which may explain the fact that the increases had already started before the gunshot test took place. In addition, it has been reported that stimulation with ACTH does not increase testosterone concentrations in male dogs, but does in females (Frank et al. 2003), which may be an additional explanation as to why testosterone levels did not change further in response to the tests in this study.

There were no differences between the control samples in any of the measured variables between fearful and fearless dogs. This suggests that the physiological variables in all groups of dogs were at the same level before the experiment started. It could be argued that the dogs’ reactions to the floor test may have influenced the results.
of the later gunshot test. However, since all levels tested, except testosterone and vasopressin, returned to baseline before the gunshot test started, this indicates that the increased physiological variables during the gunshot test were due to the gunshots. When using physiologically invasive methods, it is always important to evaluate the effect of the sampling per se. It is important not to stress the dogs with the sampling. Earlier studies have shown that petting during the blood sampling may inhibit the plasma cortisol response following venipuncture in dogs (Hennessy et al. 1998). Other studies in dogs have shown that variables such as testosterone are not influenced by blood sampling (Knol et al. 1992). It is difficult to speculate on the higher vasopressin and β-endorphin concentrations during the gunshot test in dogs fearful of gunshots. The higher values may have been caused by pain in their ears, but may also simply have been an effect of the whole stress situation. Further studies are required to investigate why some dogs express such fear of gunshots and noises and some do not.

We conclude that dogs fearful of gunshots have increased levels of several physiological variables during gunshots, showing that this presents a serious stress to the individual. Since fears and mentality problems are common in dogs, studying physiological changes may be an additional tool in selecting breeding animals and working dogs. Furthermore, the results show that behaviorally expressed fear in the dog is accompanied by physiological changes associated with stress. This suggests that behavioral measurements are reliable in assessments of fearfulness and stress in the dog.
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